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Hello fellow students. My name ir Dilntfd
and I'm a 5th gr4de student at an elemeltary
school in Watsonville. I'm in a special class where
we are learning about oceans and I'd like to share
with you about what oceons ilr% how importunt
they ilre, and an unimul of particular interest to
ffi€r .
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Aboat nr€...

But before Istart my book, I'd
with you about some of my favorite

like to share
things.
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Okay, now I'm ready to write about what
oceons are, their importancq and facts about one r
of my favorite unimulsr+na &1*u; Fr s n I



First, oceans are essentially the largest
ecosystem on planet earth, covering 67oh of
earth's surface. flhis can be demonstrated in the
following \ryays below:
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Second, sinc/97a/o of Earth's water is salt
water, only 3a is fresh water. This means we
must oll make efforts to conserve and protect this
vital resource.
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Third, we are k"ry fortunate to literally have
the ocean so close to us. The ocean serves many
importunt purposes, such as:
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Fourth, there is a particular unimul of interest
to me, namely the B\o-.nl Srqln . I chose
this unimul because rt u*qr.% -&kre. gtms,-mm&
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In the followinE paragraphs, I will briefly
discuss what I researched abr
interest, the tlle** ffiqnru I will cover the

what I researched about my animal of

following: classification, common name, scientific
name, physical characteristics, behavior, if the
animal camouflages, adaptations, range,
migratorT, population, status, reproduction,
habitat, prey, predators, where animal fits in food
web, and whether the Ohlone Indians used the
animal for food, clothingr or other purposes.

I hope yoa enjoy the book!
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Classtficution

The
because it

N a \ar*e5*nrg.ir<.*
a backbone. It is classified

as a Pr*u because \* hms, *#ne- nersqq-

\r!-s# r*!*u€S "*d,#-f, \Xa.\raC.
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Names

The B\m*: ffisnrq H

The common name is
and the scientffic name is

In science, the scientffic name is the genus and
species of the animal or plant.

names.



Physical chsructeristics . . . my animul looks like.. .

I
My animal

Cumouflage...does my onimal blend into its
environment?

After looking ilt my animal and reading more
about it, I realize that it

* Cafrnouftruqejh* .
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Aduptotions 
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My animal is unique becaus€ rrr\n&S ,, \*
\\k rSdiF t\,;fu q qff-*,e S. -\.*B Ti q*ffhr$fb{* 
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'i Animul behuvior 
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The way I would describe the behavior of my
animal is
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Range

The Bm*,u *=* is found rn )np"**.>
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Migrutory...does it truvelfrom one locution to
unother during seusons?

The migrat$. For
example,
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Populution

)

The population of my animal

Stutus

The status of the tells me
whether it is endangered, threatened, or stable.
What I found out is that the bl oW- 6sL $s
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Reproduction

frr,@-vodafs.
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The S\on"l Snr,l*f Ib. habitat is ** uto.rs.
v-to*\er,b'r\qs+ Wf rie4\e* r)# frIwe,r* Wos,\r.. \,,"re
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Prey and predator...(to eut ond to be euten)
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The prey my animal eats are: #:\**ryr&rlr d,:**;."{,}{y,sr
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The predators that eat me are! 'y.r,. 
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My animal eats other things such as:



Food web

My animal is a . The
following picture demonstrates where my animal
fits in the food w6b.
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Ohlone fndiuns

I'm curious to see if the Ohlone Indians used
the in anywry, for example, for
food, clothingr or for other purposes. What I
discovered
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Thank you for reading my book. I hope you
enjoyed it and learned a lot about the ffit pt*'
trr sn . Please feel free to
comment about my book and also, test your
knowledge by answering the following qaestions
below. I look forward to hearing from you.

Comments for me:

Questions for you z (See tf yoa cun answer these?)

L.

2. f?
3. Does J-be Fln,,,f,rsA houe *ee+h?
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